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Abstract: We report a case of a middle-aged male patient with a diffuse large mixed infiltrating angiolipoma on the back with venous 
malformation that grew from the age of 3 years. We discussed the design of the surgical flap for this large lipoma, observed its blood 
supply using SPY, and screened for possible causative genes, FCGR2A, BMP5, MUC2, and KRTAP4-9. To date, no invasive lipomas 
of this size and duration have been reported. 
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Introduction
Lipomas are one of the most common benign tumors and occur on any part of the body surface. Most lipomas develop 
in situ and describe small size, but a few grow into large lipomas with a diameter of more than 10 cm or overweight 1000 
g.1 Infiltrating lipoma is a rare tumor that was first reported by Howard and Helwig2 in 1960. Infiltrating lipomas 
generally account for 5–17% of lipoma with fat and vascular components, and are capable of capsule or local infiltration 
of muscular tissue. Histologically, infiltrative lesions are nonencapsulated, consisting of mature adipocytes and vascular 
networks that intersperse with tumors and infiltrate local soft tissues.

In this study, a male patient who had undergone multiple operations and relapsed due to a back tumor was relieved 
after receiving our personalized surgery. The pathological results suggested that the internal components of the tumor 
were mainly composed of fat and blood vessels, and the tumor infiltrated to the muscle layer. Further whole-exome 
sequencing (WES) demonstrated potential single nucleus variants, which may contribute to possible somatic mutations.

Case Report & Operation
We report the case of a 35-year-old male patient in good physical condition with no definite family history or onset 
history, accompanying no systemic rheumatic immune diseases or metabolic diseases. The patient had accepted surgery 
when exhibited tumor growth at 3 years old. Lipoma has been demonstrated pathologically. The patient showed an arc 
scar under the left scapula of the back and a transverse scar at the lower waist (Figure 1). The tumor was gradually 
diffused with age increasing rather than eliminated. The patient complained of occasional backache and insomnia-early 
on the back, although there were no spots or ulcers on the tumor surface. Palpation can detect a massive lump on the back 
from the second thoracic vertebra to the fifth lumbar vertebra. The whole mass was an irregular quadrangle, with a width 
of 38 cm at the bottom, a length of 43 cm midaxillary line on the right side, a length of 26 cm on the posterior axillary 
line on the left side, and a height of 8.0 cm protruding from the back. It has good mobility with a soft touch and is 
scattered in several solid mass-like nodules.
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Computed tomography (CT) also showed the main range of lesions; the tumor invaded the deep fascia (Figure 2). 
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) showed diffuse thickening of the soft tissues in the waist with a fat signal, but no 
abnormality was found on dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI. Before the operation, color Doppler ultrasound showed 
abnormal echoes in the subcutaneous tissue of the right lower back and deep fascia, suggesting abnormal blood supply 
through the branches, and many vascular malformations could be seen. Fibro-adipose vascular anomaly was not 
excluded, uneven thickness and echo of the superficial fascia and deep fascia layer of the back, and obvious fibrous 
tissue separation.

To reduce the influence of the flap on the blood supply, an incision was made at the waist scar of the last operation, 
the other incision was located on the right side of the back, and an S-shaped incision was made along the lateral edge of 
the hard nodule that could be touched under the skin of the patient. The shortest boundary distance between the two 
incisions was approximately 8.0cm.

As MRI showed, there were many different levels of blood supply through branches of arteries and veins, and many 
vascular malformations were distributed in the adipose tissue. The superficial fascia under the dermis was then carefully 
peeled off. The deep side was peeled off along the superficial side of the myofascial, peeled off from the upper back to 
the right paravertebral line, completely penetrated the lower middle part of the two incisions, and removed the upper 
right and lower masses within the range that could be determined. An obvious venous mass deformity can be observed 
under the right latissimus dorsi muscle, embolization was performed using polycarboxylates diluted in saline. We 
observed the blood supply of the edge of the flap by the SPY detector. It can be seen that the blood supply at the 
lower left side of the back first appeared, followed by the blood supply at the lower right area, and finally, the whole 
middle area showed a slow blood supply. To prevent necrosis of the skin flap after the operation, resection of the upper 
left tumor was stopped, hemostasis was achieved by bipolar electrocoagulation, the skin flap was trimmed, the wound 
was washed with gentamicin diluted with normal saline, and subcutaneous and skin intermittent sutures were performed. 
The total blood loss of the patient was approximately 1000 mL, 4 U of suspended red blood cells and 200 mL of plasma 
were infused during the operation.

After the surgery, the patient was bandaged under pressure. Two weeks after the operation, the patient showed 
extensive exudation, and the skin and subcutaneous tissue had poor adhesion, which led to unsatisfactory wound healing. 
The tumor was removed again after two weeks. The purpose of this operation is mainly to remove the upper left tumor on 
the back. The patient recovered well postoperatively and was discharged from the hospital 10 days later with high 

Figure 1 (A) back view before the operation (B) left view before the operation.
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satisfaction. Follow-up for half a year showed that the patient was in a stable condition and the wound healed well 
(Figure 3).

Pathological Report and Gene Detection
We took several pieces of the tumor for pathological examination, and the return was lipomatosis, which means that 
lipoma shows multisite and multilevel growth, including invasive lipoma and simple lipoma. Because of the extensive 
vascular malformation, we considered it an infiltrative angiolipoma showing a lobular or flaky distribution of mature 
adipocytes, mostly accompanied by vessels with abundant blood supply (Figure 4).

Considering that the tumor of the patient is a lipoma containing vascular components infiltrating the deep muscle 
layer, we collected peripheral blood samples and diseased tissues of the patient and conducted WES at a depth of 100X 

Figure 2 CT imaging.
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(Supplementary Materials). The results of the somatic mutation suggest that there are 111 somatic single nucleotide 
variants in the tumor genome, among which the splitting mutations in FCGR2A and BMP5, the synonymous mutation in 
MUC2, and the deletion mutation in KRTAP4-9 may contribute to the onset of tumor. No insertion and deletion mutation 
and meaningful copy number variation were found.

Discussion
The incidence of invasive lipoma is equal in men and women, and cases have been reported at different ages. Infiltrating 
lipomas occur in striated muscles, with an inconspicuous boundary, slow growth, poor mobility, and firmer texture than 
an ordinary lipoma.

In this case, some tumors were soft but several were hard and nodular, and there was no obvious adhesion to the skin. 
Pinched masses have a sense of demarcation of the dermal layer, showing a mixed situation of invasive angiolipoma and 
intermuscular lipoma. An infiltrative angiolipoma contains prominent blood vessels, a large amount of connective tissue 
and mature adipose tissue, and often degenerates muscle fibers. The patient began to develop the disease at the age of 
three, and the course of the disease was more than 30 years, and it was no longer a simple manifestation of a certain 
disease.

Controlling bleeding is the most important aspect of this procedure. In our two surgeries, the patient’s total blood loss 
was approximately 1500mL. The back of the lesion is thick, rich in blood vessels, and abundant in blood supply, 

Figure 3 (A) back view after the operation (B) left view after the operation.

Figure 4 (A) a large number of vascular malformations around adipose tissue. (B) vacuolar adipose tissue.
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therefore, we consider cutting off the deep surface of the lesion first, and then moving into the superficial surface of the 
lesion to reduce blood loss. After the operation, the deep peeling surface of the skin flap healed slowly with a large 
amount of exudation, mainly tissue fluid. This may also be a sign of fat liquefaction. This may also be related to 
incomplete or inaccurate oppression. To completely compress the wound, we used the bellyband, elastic bandage and 
tight vest to control the exudation, bellyband can provide continuous tension, thus having a better effect.

Genetic variants that may contribute to the disease as suggested by our exon sequencing results include FCGR2A, 
BMP5, MUC2, and KRTAP4-9. BMPs belongs to the TGFβ family and is involved in adipose tissue development and 
adipogenesis and other processes through intracellular signaling pathways such as SMAD and MAPK.3,4 In porcine 
model, BMP5 may regulate lipid metabolism,5 and in vitro experiments using stromal cells suggest that BMP5 may play 
an imperative role in the transformation between white and brown adipose tissue.6 As a subtype of FcR receptor, 
FCGR2A is highly expressed in both human adipose tissue and cells, suggesting that the mutation of FCGR2A may 
further regulate the metabolic activity and cell function of fat by affecting the function of immunoglobulin.7 MUC2 
mainly exists in mucosa-containing tissue epithelium, such as the intestinal tract. It is thought that it can provide 
a protective lubricating barrier for particles and infectious pathogens on the mucosal surface,8 while KRTAP4-9 is 
a keratin-related protein that is essential for the formation of hard hair.To date, we have not found any reports of lipoma 
related to the genes. A larger group of patients is required for further analysis.

Conclusion
In summary, the main treatment for infiltrating lipoma with vascular malformation is still surgical resection. Because of 
its diffuse invasive growth, the boundary is unclear, it is difficult to completely remove, and there is a certain probability 
of recurrence. However, even if it recurs, it is mostly local and can be treated by surgically again. FCGR2A, BMP5, 
MUC2, and KRTAP4-9 may contribute to the infiltrating lipoma with vascular malformation, this also brings us a new 
follow-up research direction. After two surgeries, the patient achieved satisfactory results. We will closely follow up with 
this patient for a long time to judge the prognosis of the disease, and we also expect more peers to discuss and 
communicate with us about this case.
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